We performed a detailed study of the extended cool gas, traced by Mg ii absorption [W r (2796) 0.3 Å], surrounding 14 narrow-line active galactic nuclei (AGNs) at 0.12 z 0.22 using background quasar sight-lines. The background quasars probe the AGNs at projected distances of 60 D 265 kpc. We find that, between 100 D 200 kpc, AGNs appear to have lower Mg ii gas covering fractions (0.09
INTRODUCTION
Galactic outflows originating in regions of high star formation surface-density and in active galactic nuclei (AGNs) likely play a significant role in regulating the metal content of galaxies and are probably fully responsible for the chemical enrichment of the intergalactic medium (IGM) (e.g. Oppenheimer et al. 2010) . Understanding the distribution and extent of the cool gas surrounding galaxies can aid in constraining the metal contribution via winds to the CGM and IGM. Though there are many studies of outflows originating from star-forming galaxies (Tremonti et al. 2007; Zibetti et al. 2007; Martin & Bouché 2009; Weiner et al. 2009 ;the-barrel') of the quasar itself. They suggest that the background quasar sight-lines intercept gas that is shadowed from the ionizing radiation of the quasar jet. Similar anistropy has been observed in Hi (Hennawi & Prochaska 2007; Prochaska & Hennawi 2009 ) and Mgii (Bowen et al. 2006; Farina et al. 2013 Farina et al. , 2014 . The distribution of the CGM of AGNs, like Seyfert galaxies, has yet to be explored.
If the AGN radiation field is responsible for destroying cool gas, then the orientation of the AGN-driven outflows with respect to the background quasar sight-line may dictate the presence, strength and frequency of the absorption. The inclination of the AGN-driven outflows are primarily constrained by the unified AGN model (see Bianchi et al. 2012 , and references therein). The type of AGN observed may be dependent on the observers' vantage point, or essentially the AGN dust torus inclination. Quasars and blazers are typically viewed down-the-barrel of the AGN jet (face-on torus), while broad-line Seyfert I objects are viewed at a slightly higher inclination and narrow-line Seyfert IIs are viewed with an edge-on torus. If one were to probe quasars or blazars with background quasars, the dusty torus is in the plane of the sky (face-on and orthogonal to the jet) and provides the maximum cross-section of radiationshielded extended halo gas, yielding the highest covering fraction of cool halo gas. Therefore, we would expect that the cool gas covering fraction surrounding AGNs should decrease as the inclination of the dusty torus decreases from face-on to edge-on for quasars, Seyfert Is and Seyfert IIs, respectively.
Motivated by the idea that the gas covering fraction of AGNs may change with viewing angle (according to the unified model), we target a sample of 14 narrow-line AGN (Seyfert IIs) to examine their cool CGM gas covering fractions. We target z ∼ 0.15 AGN so that we are able to detect the Mgii λλ2796, 2803 and NaiD λλ5892, 5897 absorption doublets from ground-based facilities and we are able to resolve the morphological properties of their host galaxies in ground-based images. We investigate the cool gas covering fractions and azimuthal angle dependencies. We show that AGN exhibit intrinsic absorption, unlike quasars, and we quantify their outflow properties. In Section 2 we present our sample and data reduction. In Section 3, we present the gas covering fractions and azimuthal dependencies. present clear signs of intrinsic (down-the-barrel) cool gas outflows originating from ongoing starformation rather than the jets and quantify their outflow properties. In Section 4, we discuss what can be inferred from the results and how it arises naturally from the AGN unified model. Concluding remarks are offered in Section 5. Throughout we adopt an H 0 = 70 km s
GALAXY SAMPLE AND DATA ANALYSIS

Sample Selection
To probe the gas environment around AGN we have searched for AGN that lie in the foreground of background quasars. We crosscorrelated a catalogue of ∼12,000 AGN that are spectroscopically classified using SDSS (DR2) spectra (Hao et al. 2005 ) with spectroscopically classified quasars in SDSS (DR7). Out of the 77 foreground AGN-background quasar pairs identified, we applied the following selection criteria: (1) The projected separations are less than 400 kpc; (2) A redshift separation of ∆v > 20, 000 km s −1 to avoid confusion between the foreground AGN Mgii absorption and the intrinsic Mgii absorption from the quasar; (3) Both the foreground AGN and the background quasar have a SDSS g-band apparent magnitude of m g < 20; (4) The Mgii absorption occurs redward of the quasar Lyα emission in order to avoid the Lyα forest.
A total of 31 foreground AGN-background quasar pairs meet these selection criteria. We have observed 14 AGN-quasar pairs that were at optimal airmass during our observing runs. The 14 foreground AGN presented here have a redshift range determined by SDSS of 0.12 z 0.22. Typical redshift errors are ∆z = 0.00005 (∼ 15 km s −1 ). The background quasars probe the foreground AGNs over an impact parameter range of 60 D 265 kpc. All 14 objects are narrow-line AGN (Seyfert II).
AGN & Background Quasar Spectroscopy
The combined wavelength coverage and ultra-blue sensitivity of Keck/LRIS (Oke et al. 1995; Steidel et al. 2004 ) is ideal for targeting Mgii absorption (Barton & Cooke 2009; and NaiD absorption (Rupke et al. 2005) at z = 0.1 − 0.2. The Keck/LRIS foreground AGN and background quasar spectra were obtained over three nights; one was obtained in 2009 September and 13 were obtained in two nights in 2010 February. The LRIS slit was oriented such that the background quasar and AGN fell within the slit. Details of the observations are presented in Table 1 . We used the LRIS-B/Keck 1200 lines/mm grism, blazed at 3400 Å, which covers a wavelength range of 2910−3890Å. We used a 1.0 ′′ slit that yields a dispersion of 0.24 Å per pixel and provides a resolution of FWHM∼1.6 Å (∼150 km s −1 ). Integration times of 1880-5120 seconds were used, depending on the magnitude of the quasar and the foreground AGN redshift, providing 3σ detection limits of W r (2796) ∼ 0.3Å. We concurrently used the LRIS-R/Keck 1200 lines/mm grating blazed at 7500 Å, set to a central wavelength of 6314 Å, which covers a wavelength range of 5495−7133Å. The 1.0 ′′ slit used yields a dispersion of 0.40 Å per pixel and provides a resolution of FWHM∼1.9 Å (∼85 km s −1 ). The spectra were reduced using the standard IRAF packages 1 and were corrected to the vacuum and heliocentric frame.
The quasar spectra were searched for Mgii and NaiD doublet candidates using a detection significance level of 3 σ for each doublet member. Detection and significance levels follow the formalism of Schneider et al. (1993) and Churchill et al. (2000a) . In addition, intervening and intrinsic Mgii and Civ absorption systems serendipitously identified in the spectra that were not targeted in this survey are listed in Table A1 .
Analysis of the absorption profiles was performed using our own graphics-based interactive software that uses the flux values in individual pixels to measure the equivalent widths and the redshift of the Mgii λ2796 transition (Churchill & Vogt 2001) . Flux weighted absorption velocity widths were measured between the pixels where the equivalent width per resolution element recovers to the 1 σ detection threshold (Churchill et al. 1999 (Churchill et al. , 2000a . The redshift for each Mgii and/or NaiD system is computed from the optical depth weighted mean of the absorption profile. The statistical uncertainties in the redshifts range between 0.00001-0.00009 (∼ 3-30 km s −1 co-moving). Figure 1 . gri-band SDSS color images of the 14 foreground narrow-line AGN (Seyfert IIs). The direction of the background quasar sight-line is indicated by the arrow in the upper-right corner of the images. The AGN-quasar separations range between 63-265 kpc. The AGN-quasar pair IDs are located on the bottom of each image. Note that the galaxies tend to have low inclination angles, with average inclination of i = 51 ± 12 degrees. Table 1 . Keck-I/LRIS foreground narrow-line AGN and background quasar observations. The table columns are (1) the quasar name, (2) the quasar RA, (3) the quasar DEC, (4) the AGN and quasar pair name, (5) the quasar redshift, (6) the quasar SDSS g-band apparent magnitude, (7) Table 2 . The foreground AGN and absorption properties. The table columns are (1) the AGN-quasar pair name, (2) the SDSS AGN redshift, (3) the AGN RA, (4) the AGN DEC, (5) the AGN SDSS g-band magnitude, (6) the inclination of the host-AGN, (7) The orientations of the quasar sight-lines with respect to the projected major (x-axis, Φ = 0 degrees) and minor (y-axis, Φ = 90 degrees) axis of the AGNs, (7) the projected separation between background quasar and foreground AGN pair, (8) the Mg ii λ2796 rest-frame equivalent width with 1σ errors or 3σ limits, (8) the Mg ii λ2803 rest-frame equivalent width with 1σ errors or 3σ limits, (9) the NaiD rest-frame equivalent width limits (3σ), and (10) the Mg ii λ2796 absorption-line redshift. 
AGN Images & Models
In Figure 1 we show gri-band SDSS color images of the 14 foreground AGN. The direction of the background quasar sight-line is indicated by the arrow in the upper-right corner of the images. The AGN-host galaxy morphological parameters were determined by applying the two-dimensional decomposition fitting program GIM2D (Simard et al. 2002) to the r-band images. The image point-spread-function required by GIM2D was derived from nearby stars in each image that were modeled using DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987 (Stetson , 1999 .
RESULTS
Transverse Absorption -Covering Fraction
We present the first study of an AGN-selected sample shown in Figure 2 and in Table 2 . Our sample of 14 background quasar and foreground AGN pairs probe an impact parameter range of 60 D 265 kpc with a detection threshold is 0.3 Å (3 σ). For our sample, we find two AGN with absorption detected at D = 63 kpc, with W r (2796) = 1.1 Å, and at D = 168 kpc, with W r (2796) = 1.4 Å.
In Figure 2 we present "transverse" Mgii λλ2796, 2803 absorption doublet redshift versus impact parameter for our AGNselected sample and compare it with quasar-selected samples from other published works. The data presented in Figure 2 have a detection limit of 0.3 Å at the 3 σ level. Tytler et al. (2009) studied 170 quasar-quasar pairs probing distances out to 2 Mpc. Although this sample is large, the majority of quasar-quasar pairs have velocity separations of 20,000 km s −1 ; it is therefore unclear if the absorption detected is produced by gas surrounding the foreground quasar or by out-flowing gas from the background quasar itself. Only one quasar pair resides within an impact parameter of 300 kpc and is separated by > 20, 000 km s −1 . Bowen et al. (2006) and Farina et al. (2013 Farina et al. ( , 2014 2 probe 4 and 22 z ∼ 1 foreground quasars, respectively, for which D < 200 kpc and the velocity separation with respect to the background quasars is greater than 20.000 km s −1 . In Figure 3 we present the covering fraction profiles for AGNs (this work), galaxies ) and quasars (Farina et al. 2013 (Farina et al. , 2014 . The covering fractions for each sample are determined per impact parameter bin, matching the bins of Nielsen et al. (2013) . The plotted value indicates the mean D per bin. The covering fraction errors for each AGN, galaxy, quasar datasets are derived from binomial statistics (Gehrels 1986) .
As found by Farina et al. (2014) , the covering fractions of quasars are higher than those of isolated galaxies, which is likely due to the richness and extent of the CGM around quasarhost galaxies. This higher Mgii covering fraction is consistent with the high Cii covering fraction (∼ 50%) found for quasars ). However, AGN may exhibit similar or possibly lower covering fractions as compared to field galaxies for 100 D 200 kpc.
Notwithstanding the obviously poor statistics at D < 100 kpc, with one data point (not included on the plot), the data are likely consistent with previous works that AGN-type objects and galaxies have a high covering fraction for D < 100 kpc. For 7 of the 14 quasar-AGN pairs, the spectra cover the NaiD absorption doublet. However, no NaiD was detected down to a 3σ equivalent width threshold of 0.13 Å, which provides further evidence for no cold gas surrounding the AGNs.
Transverse Absorption -AGN orientations
In Figure 4 , we show the relative position of the quasar sightlines with respect to the host AGN projected major (Φ = 0 degrees) and minor (Φ = 90 degrees) axes. The solid line represents a typical half opening-angle determined for galactic-scale winds and AGN outflows of 50 degrees (Hjelm & Lindblad 1996; Veilleux et al. 2001; Walter et al. 2002; Müller-Sánchez et al. 2011; Bordoloi et al. 2012; Kacprzak et al. 2012; Martin et al. 2012) . Note that most sight-lines probe within the expected region for outflowing gas.
We attempted to determine if there is an azimuthal dependence for the Mgii gas covering fraction shown in Figure 4 . Since the azimuthal angle for each quasar varies in accuracy and can subtend into several azimuthal angle bins, we apply the method of Kacprzak et al. (2012) whereby we represent the measured azimuthal angles and their uncertainties as uni-variate asymmetric Gaussians, which creates an azimuthal angle probability distribution function (PDF) for each galaxy. Combining the PDFs for all absorbers and non-absorbers produces a mean PDF as a function of the azimuthal angle.
In Figure 4 , we present the binned mean azimuthal angle (Φ) PDF for the 2 absorbing and 12 non-absorbing galaxies and their covering fractions as a function of the azimuthal angle. The combined PDFs have been area-normalized to the total number of galaxies in each sub-sample. The covering fraction is computed for each azimuthal bin. The errors in the covering fractions are com- Figure 3 . The radial covering fraction profiles for AGN (this work), inactive field galaxies ) and quasars (Farina et al. 2013 (Farina et al. , 2014 . All datasets have 3 σ equivalent width limits of > 0.3 Å. The data points are located at the mean of the impact parameter distribution for each bin. AGNs have covering fractions that are consistent with field galaxies for 100 D 200 kpc. We have excluded our one datapoint at D < 100 kpc from this plot since the errors are significantly larger and is consistent with both galaxies and quasars. puted using binomial statistics (Gehrels 1986) . The data are suggestive that there could be an excess of absorbers along the galaxy projected major axis (Φ = 0 degrees) compared to the minor axis (Φ = 90 degrees). However, the current sample size is insufficient to determine statistically if such a geometric dependence exists given the binomial error distributions.
Transverse Absorption -Gas Kinematics
In Figure 5 , we present the two detected absorption systems. The normalized flux of the Mgii λλ2796, 2803 doublet is plotted with respect to the AGN velocity zero-point. The strongest absorber (ID 2713) is the system at D = 168 kpc and z abs = 0.124438. This absorber has a Mgii rest-frame equivalent width of W r (2796) = 1.4 Å and a velocity offset of −71 km s −1 blueward of the AGN redshift. The quasar sight-line probes the AGN along the projected major axis. The absorber has a full velocity width spanning 272 km s −1 . The absorber at D = 63 kpc and z abs = 0.193263 (ID 9754) has a W r (2796) =1.1 Å and a velocity offset of 12 km s −1 redward of the AGN redshift with a full velocity width spanning 355 km s −1 . This absorber is located near the projected minor axis of the galaxy.
The transverse absorption velocity offsets for these two systems, relative to the AGN systemic velocities, are small and not suggestive of outflows (e.g., Kacprzak et al. 2010a ).
Line-of-sight outflows
The ionization potential of NaiD (5.14 eV) results in a peak in absorption strength in the atmospheres of cool K-M stars (see The binned azimuthal angle mean probability distribution function for 2 absorbing (solid line) and 12 non-absorbing AGN (dashed line) produced using the technique described in Kacprzak et al. (2012) . The area of the histograms is normalized to the total number of galaxies in each sub-sample. (right, bottom) The azimuthal dependence of the covering fraction with shaded regions providing 1 σ binomial errors. Jacoby et al. 1984) . In addition, it is further absorbed by cool gas within, and surrounding, galaxies. For example, NaiD has been detected as entrained gas within galactic-scale outflows with velocities ranging between 100-1000 km s −1 (e.g. Heckman et al. 2000; Martin 2005; Rupke et al. 2005a,b) . These outflows are measured by observing velocity offsets between galaxy nebular emission lines and ISM absorption lines.
In Figure 6 , we present the NaiD absorption doublet for 8 of the 14 AGNs. Not all 14 absorption profiles are presented since some are blended with strong sky features, such as the 6860 − 6890 Å B-band, while others were not recorded because they reside outside the spectral and spatial range of the spectrograph. The flux normalized spectra are plotted at the systemic velocity of the AGN, determined from emission-lines, relative to the NaiD λ5897 line. We further show two intrinsic Mgii absorption systems where the signal-to-noise ratio was sufficient to provide a detection. Note that there is no significant evidence for Mgii being detected in emission. Qualitatively, in most cases, there appears to be blueshifted outflows with maximum velocities of ∼500 km s −1 . To quantify the outflow velocities of the gas, we modeled our data with a procedure similar to that of Rupke et al. (2005a) . Leastsquares Gaussian deblending was performed (using the program FITTER; Churchill et al. 2000a ) to estimate the equivalent widths, velocity widths, and velocity centroids of component structures in the absorption profiles. We fit the minimum number of Gaussian velocity components to the absorption profiles that was wellconstrained/required by the data; typically one-to-two components was sufficient to model each absorption system. For four of the NaiD systems, we were required to simultaneously model the Hei λ5876 emission-line using a single component set to the systemic velocity of the galaxy. In all cases we fixed the NaiD and Mgii doublet ratios to unity to avoid unphysical models.
Our fit results are presented in Table 3 and Figure 6 . The red and blue tick-marks in the figure indicate the red and blue components of the doublet required in the fit. Only for three NaiD systems (and both Mgii systems) were two doublets required by the data.
Following Rupke et al. (2005b) , we adopt the definition that ∆v > 50 km s −1 is outflowing wind material. From Table 3 , we find that 6/8 NaiD systems contain blueshifted absorption with ∆v > 50 km s −1 , indicating outflows with velocities ranging between 55 to 125 km s −1 . In 2/8 systems, one has redshifted absorption and the other has absorption near the systemic velocity. For all 6 outflow objects, we find a mean Doppler parameter of b = 220 ± 70 km s −1 , which is consistent with the range of values derived by Rupke et al. (2005) for 20 Seyfert II galaxies at z = 0.148 +0.14 −0.07 having b =232 +244 −119 km s −1 . Rupke et al. (2005) also define the maximum outflow velocity to be the central velocity of the most blueshifted component minus half its FWHM: ∆v max = ∆v−FWHM/2. The ∆v max for our sample is listed in Table 3 and we find a mean value for the 6 wind systems of ∆v max = 277 ± 87 km s −1 , which is also consistent with, but smaller than, the values determined by Rupke et al. (2005) of ∆v max = 456 +330 −191 km s −1 . We have applied generalized Kendall and Spearman rank correlation tests between the outflow properties with the galaxy inclination angle. We only find suggestive trends with inclination and the outflow equivalent width (2.1σ) and inclination and b (1.7σ). Additional galaxies are required to test the significance of these correlations.
The two Mgii absorption systems also exhibit high velocity outflowing gas, higher than what is detected for NaiD in the same systems. The blueshifted velocity offset for the bluest Mgii components for both systems is ∼ 400 km s −1 from the AGN systemic velocity, a factor of more than ∼ 4 higher than the NaiD outflows. The Doppler parameters are consistent with those found for the NaiD. However, ∆v max is a factor of two higher than those of the NaiD systems. This suggests that Mgii traces warmer gas and is more sensitive to outflowing material than the NaiD absorption. . NaiD (top) and Mg ii (bottom) absorption intrinsic (down-thebarrel) to the AGN host galaxies. The flux-normalized spectra (black) are shown with respect to the AGN systemic velocity with v = 0 km s −1 , set to the NaiD λ5876 line (top) and the Mg ii λ2803 line (bottom). The wind model fitted to the data is shown along with red and blue tick-marks that indicate the red and blue components of the doublet required in the fit. In four cases, a fit to the Heii emission-line was required (green tick mark). The AGN name is listed in the bottom right corner of each panel. The results of the model fits are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . The foreground AGN down-the-barrel absorption properties. The table columns are (1) the AGN-quasar pair name, (2) the ion measured, (3) the rest-frame equivalent width, (4) the cloud velocity offset from AGN systemic velocity, (5) the Doppler parameter or velocity width of the cloud, (6) the maximum outflow velocity defined as ∆v max = ∆v−FWHM/2. 
DISCUSSION
Pair
more elevated than that found for field galaxies. We find here that AGN have lower covering fractions, 0.09
−0.08 , than quasars, 0.47
−0.15 , and possibly lower than galaxies, 0.25
The main difference between galaxies, AGN, and quasars is the mass and energy output of their central massive black holes. Chelouche et al. (2008) modeled the distribution of cool gas around quasars and concluded that conical AGN-driven winds could heat the gas to temperatures of ∼ 10 5 K and could photo-ionize and photo-evaporate cool Mgii gas clouds out to a few hundred kiloparsecs. This is consistent with the observed anisotropic distribution of gas around quasars (e.g, Farina et al. 2014) . Quasarquasar pairs exhibit high transverse covering fractions while intrinsic Mgii absorption in a quasar's own spectrum is rarely seen (e.g. Hennawi & Prochaska 2007; Prochaska & Hennawi 2009; Farina et al. 2013; Prochaska et al. 2013; Farina et al. 2014) . Farina et al. (2014) report zero intrinsic Mgii absorption detections in 26 quasar spectra. This is consistent with our observations of intrinsic Mgii absorption in the quasar, documented in Table A1 , where we show that the background quasars only yield intrinsic Mgii absorption in 1/5 objects (W r (2796) < 0.14 Å, 3σ). However, for our foreground AGN sample, we detect 2/2 objects with intrinsic absorption along with 8/8 systems containing intrinsic NaiD absorption (shown in Figure 6 ). This result indicates that cool gas clouds intrinsic to the AGN are not destroyed by the ionizing radiation originating central massive black holes and suggests that the observed anisotropic distribution of gas around quasars and AGN is consistent with the AGN unification scheme (e.g. Urry & Padovani 1995) since gas within AGN-driven winds is heated to high temperatures, while the CGM remains unaffected outside of the wind region.
Given that AGN outflows are roughly conical, with half opening angles ranging between ∼ 30 − 70 degrees (Hjelm & Lindblad 1996; Veilleux et al. 2001; Müller-Sánchez et al. 2011) , one might expect an anisotropic distribution of cool gas surrounding the AGN: absorption would be detected outside the jet region and there would be a lack of absorption inside the jet region. We do not find a statistically significant azimuthal angle dependence for the Mgii covering fraction around the AGN hosts, though a possible hint of one may exist. A caveat to our geometric assumption, contrary to starburst-driven winds, is that AGN outflow jets (Seyfert Is and IIs) measured at radio wavelengths are oriented almost randomly relative to the major axis of the host galaxy (e.g. Kinney et al. 2000; Gallimore et al. 2006) . Simulations have shown that offsets between the jet orientation with respect to the angular momentum of the disk can be caused by galaxy mergers or by instabilities (gravitational or accretion) in isolated disks (Hopkins et al. 2012 ). This could be why we do not find a strong trend between the covering fraction and azimuthal angle. Thus, if there is a trend between covering fraction and orientation, it could be diluted by the jet/disk offsets and thus detecting a statistically significant trend (if it exists) would require a larger sample than the one we present here.
It is well known that most optically-selected AGN also host nuclear starbursts that produce starburst-driven winds (e.g. Veilleux et al. 2001; Rupke et al. 2005) . Our host galaxies have a median inclination of i = 51 ± 12 degrees and thus, if there are star formation driven winds, we may observe them via blueshifted absorption-line outflows (see Fig 6) . In 6/8 systems we find NaiD outflows with ∆v > 50 km s −1 , the maximum blueshfited velocities reaching up to ∆v max = 277±87 km s −1 . These values are consistent with the measurements made using NaiD absorption for 20 AGN Seyfert IIs at a similar redshift by Rupke et al. (2005) . It is likely that these outflows are primarily due to star-formation driven winds because the AGN winds are perpendicular to the line-of-sight, although there could be a combination of both (Veilleux et al. 2001) . Rupke et al. (2005) find that the star formation rates of Seyfert IIs range between 118 +151 −66 M ⊙ yr −1 , with outflow masses and outflow rates of log(M/M ⊙ )=8.8±0.5 and dM/dt = 18 +50 −13 M ⊙ yr −1 , respectively. Given the consistencies between the outflow properties of Rupke et al. (2005) and our sample, we expect that our AGNs could have similar outflow masses and rates produced in starburst-driven winds.
In two cases, shown in Figure 6 , we also detect Mgii absorption outflowing from the AGN at speeds ∼4 times higher than found for NaiD. All of the detected NaiD and Mgii absorption indicates the presence of gas reservoirs with most of them outflowing from the host galaxy. However, even though we find that the AGN hosts contain significant amounts of cool gas, we do not observe it in their halos in Mgii absorption as probed by the background quasars.
Given the high covering fraction found for quasars and the lack of metal-line absorption within intrinsic down-the-barrel quasar spectra, which would be equivalent to looking down the jet of an AGN, is highly suggestive that the cool gas is ionized by the jets. Furthermore, we find evidence that cool gas is indeed being ejected at a few hundred km s −1 from the AGN. However we do not observe significant amounts of absorption around them. This adds credence to that idea that the AGN-driven winds may be destroying the Mgii, consistent with the AGN unified model (Urry & Padovani 1995) .
CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a detailed study of the cool gas covering fraction, traced by Mgii absorption, surrounding narrow-line AGN (Seyfert IIs) using background quasar sight-lines. We analyzed 14 AGN-quasar pairs with the foreground AGN having a redshift range of 0.12 z 0.22. The background quasars probe cool halo gas surrounding the foreground AGNs over an impact parameter range of 60 D 265 kpc. We further study the 'down-the-barrel' outflow properties of the AGNs themselves.
Our mains results can be summarized as follows: 
−0.09 . We do not find a statistically significant azimuthal angle dependence for the Mgii absorption covering fraction around the AGNs, though there could be a possible hint of one. More AGN-quasar pairs are required to demonstrate the azimuthal angle dependence or lack thereof and to test rigorously test for differences in the covering fractions.
(ii) AGN intrinsic NaiD absorption lines detected in 8/8 systems indicate that the AGN hosts have significant reservoirs of cool gas. This is validated by the 2/2 intrinsic Mgii absorption lines systems also detected.
(iii) We find that 6/8 intrinsic NaiD systems contain blueshifted absorption with ∆v > 50 km s −1 , indicating outflows. For all 6 outflow objects, we find a mean Doppler parameter of b = 220 ± 70 km s −1 and a maximum outflow velocity of ∆v max = 277 ± 87 km s −1 , both consistent with the range of values computed by Rupke et al. (2005) for 20 Seyfert II galaxies at a similar redshift.
(iv) The 2/2 intrinsic Mgii absorption systems also exhibit high velocity outflowing gas and are a factor of than ∼ 4 higher than the NaiD outflows and the ∆v max being a factor of two higher than those of the NaiD systems. This is suggestive that Mgii traces warmer gas that is more sensitive to outflowing material than the NaiD absorption.
Our results are consistent with AGN-driven winds ionizing the cool gas, which dramatically decreases the cool T ∼ 10 4 K gas covering fraction of AGN. Our observations also show that star-burst driven winds are expelling cool gas into the CGM. This picture is consistent with results from quasar-quasar pair studies. Previous quasar-quasar studies have found that intrinsic cool gas down-thebarrel is non-existent while their halos contain significant amounts of cool gas. Both these results are complementary and provide support for the AGN unified model. Table A1 . Additional intrinsic and foreground Mg ii λλ2796, 2803 doublet and C iv λλ1548, 1550 doublet absorption systems. The table columns are (1) the AGN name, (2) the AGN redshift, (3,4) the C iv λ1548 and λ1548 rest-frame equivalent width, (5) the C iv λ1548 absorption-line redshiftd, (6,7) the Mg ii λ2796 and λ2803 rest-frame equivalent width, (8) and (10) 
